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Abstract
We performed numerical simulations to verify a model of spontaneous
collapse of the wavefunction by an infinitesimally small, non-unitary
noise field. This noise field breaks time reversal and translation symmetry
of the Hamiltonian and depends only linearly on the wavefunction itself.
We found that the probabilty of collapse from a uniform wavefunction
goes to infinity in the limit of continuous space and depends on B2m.
Here B is the strenght of the noise and m the mass of the system.
Furthermore, we investigated the stability of a collapsed state and found
that this depends on the shape of the noise distribution: an asymmetrical,
positive distribution seems to enhance the stabilty. We finally performed
analytical calculations to further understand this dependency and the
role of normalisation of the wavefunction in our model.
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Chapter1
Introduction
One of the highlights of every first class on quantum mechanics is the re-
markable fact that a particle can be in multiple places at the same time.
This superposition is described by a wavefunction ψ(x, t), which lies at
the heart of the probabilistic Nature of quantum mechanics: it represents
the chances for a particle to be at a certain position. However, when look-
ing around us in the macroscopic world, we do see objects as if they are
localised at one single position in space. Also the smallest particles, for
which the laws of Physics are governed by quantum mechanics, seem to
be fairly localised once we measure them.
In physics classes this apparent absence of a superposition in space is ex-
plained by ”the collapse of the wavefunction”: the widely spread wave-
function will spontaneously localise at one spot once we measure it. After
the measurement, the wavefunction will consist of one single peak at the
position where we measured the particle. The probabilty to collapse at
a certain position depends on the value of |ψ(x, t)|2 before the measure-
ment, which is known as Born’s rule.
The reason for this collapse of the wavefunction remains largely unknown,
although some spontaneous collapse models have been developed [1]. All
these models have in common that collapse is realised by a non-linear op-
erator (one that explicitly depends on |ψ(x, t)|2) in the Hamiltonian. One
could reason that this largely undermines the predictability of the models:
if Born’s rule is put in by hand, it is no suprise that one receives Born’s rule
from a non-linear operator and therefore the significance of these models
can be questioned.
In this work we focus on the collapse of the wavefunction in the frame-
work of spontaneous symmetry breaking. We investigate collapse by a
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linear noise field that explicitely breaks time-reversal and translation sym-
metry [2]. This infinitesimally small noise field should ensure an enduring
collapsed state for large masses.
We did not manage to fully demonstrate the viability of this theory. For
example, an important thing we were unable to show is that once a col-
lapse has occured it will remain in a collapsed state. However, progress
was made in understanding the mechanism behind the collapse by noise
and we identified some minimal requirements for a succesful theory. We
investigated this model by both numerical simulations and analytical cal-
culations.
2
Chapter2
Theoretical aspects
In this chapter we will briefly discuss the theoretical concepts that lie at
the heart of our model.
2.1 Spontaneous symmetry breaking
A Hamiltonian of a particle ensemble of mass m that sits in the ground
state is given by:
H =
Pˆ2
2m
(2.1)
Since this operator does not have any specific point as a reference, it is
translation invariant. This Hamiltonian therefore leads via the Schrodinger
equation to a time evolution operator that is unitary and therefore time-
reversal symmetric:
ψ(t + ∆t) = ei
Pˆ2
2m∆tψ(t) (2.2)
We will add a noise term to the collapse that will explicitely break both
symmetries mentioned above. The Hamiltonian and time evolution oper-
ator describing a discrete system now becomes∗
H =
Pˆ2
2m
+ iBχ(x, t) S.E.−−→ ψ(t + ∆t) =
L
∑
x=0
cx|x〉 = ei Pˆ
2
2m∆t−Bχ(x,t)∆tψ(t)
(2.3)
∗Notice the significant difference between this Hamiltonian and those used in Contin-
uous Spontaneous Localization (CSL) models: H ∝ Pˆ
2
2m + Bχ(|ψ(x, t)|2, x − x0(t)). CSL
Hamiltonians do not break time-reversal symmetry and are, above all, non-linear.
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Here χ(x, t) represents white noise with a variance equal to 1, whose strength
is tuned by B. For the symmetry breaking to occur B only has to be in-
finitely small. If symmetry breaking is the origin of the collapse of the
wavefunction, it would therefore be sufficient to study the behavior of
ψ(x, t) in the limit B→ 0.
2.2 A useful analogy
In order to understand the meaning of the Hamiltonian in equation 2.3, it
is useful to keep the following analogy in mind.
In discretised form, the system can be thought of as a group of L people
playing a game in a casino. Each player represents a position state (|x〉)
and the amount of money he has is the size of the wavefunction at this
point (cx). At the casino they play a game of which the outcome is deter-
mined by Bχ(x, t). Each timestep a game is played and depending on the
sign of χ(x, t) each player wins or loses money. The higher B the greater
the differences between individual players. This analogy fully describes
the second term of Hamiltonian 1.1. The first term requires a bit more sub-
tlety since it describes the spreading of the wavefunction, which entails an
interaction between the players. To also include this term in our analogy,
we place all players at a round table. After each game the players have to
share part of their capital with their neighbours. This is a two-way pro-
cess, so even if you hand out part of your profits, you also get some back
from the neighbour that you hand it to. Note that since the wavefunc-
tion is complex, this sharing could also lead to constructive or destructive
interference. The rate at which the sharing between players happens de-
pends on m.
The idea behind this model is that after many casino games the wave-
function eventually collapses and localises: A tiny fraction of the players
will keep winning until they have practically all the money. However, the
other players will never lose all their money since they can only lose a frac-
tion of it. They can always keep on dividing their money. Therefore, a tiny
wavefunction background remains after the collapse. The idea is that by
making these ”losers” share their losses and gains sufficiently after each
casino game, one can ensure no individual player can gain enough money
to compete against the ”winners”. This is required for a definite collapse,
since this is only the case when the winners of the game remain the win-
ners permanently. In this situation the game is over and the wavefunction
has collapsed.
4
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2.3 Minimal requirements
It is important to realise that by changing H, we fundamentally alter quan-
tum mechanics as a physical theory. This comes with the important re-
quirement that this change does leave the succesful, experimentally veri-
fied predictions of the theory untouched. Therefore, in order to show that
this Hamiltonian indeed describes wavefunction collapse correctly, certain
aspects have to be confirmed.
1. It should be impossible for the wavefunction to re-emerge from the
background-state after the collapse. In physics the collapse of the
wavefunction is definite: Once collapsed, the state should not change
anymore and therefore no localised peaks should emerge from the
wavefunction background. In other words, we wish to arrive at
some form of the so-called ”Gamblers ruin”.
2. Once a peak is collapsed, it should not disappear in the background
itself. If this is the case a flat noisy wavefunction would inevitably
be the final state of any quantum object and localisation would be
impossible.
3. Born’s rule should be retrieved from the collapse of the wavefunc-
tion.
4. It would be nice if it would turn out that the collapse of the wave-
function goes faster for heavy objects.
The last point is not automatically fulfilled by the Hamiltonian in equa-
tion 2.3. In order to see this, take a wavefunction with two equally-high
spatially-separated peaks and assume the rest of the wavefunction to be
perfectly zero. In the limit M→ ∞ there will be no spreading of the wave-
function and therefore the height of both peaks can be regarded as two
independent random walkers. The chance for collapse is proportional to
B, which becomes zero in the limit B → 0. However, the collapse-time
of an infinite mass forms the lower limit for smaller masses. Using the
reasoning above, this lower limit is set to be infinity, which means that re-
quirement 4 is not automatically fulfilled.
One way to take care of requirement 4 is to make B dependent on m. We
will therefore use B = mv2. The limit B → 0 is then replaced by v → 0. In
order to match the units of B to energy v must have units m/s.
This single addition makes the noise extensive, since it now scales with
the size of the system (the mass). This is a nice feature to have: without
5
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the i the noise is just a potential energy in the Hamiltonian, which should
always be extensive.
2.4 Criticality of the theory
As a first step, we should verify that the theory is behaving correctly in the
right limits. The limits that are relevant for the collapse of the wavefunc-
tion are the following:
lim
v→0
lim
M→∞
lim
L→∞
(2.4)
Taking the limit L → ∞, while keeping the quantity L · dx constant corre-
sponds to making space continuous. Since continuity of space is believed
to be inherent to our universe, we take this limit first.
Next we take the limit M → ∞, since this is a limit in which we know
how things should behave. Massive objects should localise immediately
according to Born’s rule and should stay this way.
Finally, we will take the limit of v→ 0 since we want our theory to be valid
for infinitesimal small v. It would be nice if the height of the background
wavefunction would scale with v, since it then would become zero in the
last limit (which is what we observe in Nature).
Note that the order of limits in 2.4 is highly important. A different order
of limits will yield entirely different outcomes of our model. For example,
if we would first take v → 0 and put m → ∞ only afterwards, nothing
would happen to our wavefunction. The first limit would instantaneously
nullify the noisefield, which would make collapse by noise impossible.
This is an important observation since non-commuting limits in physics
often correspond to critical states [2].
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Computational simulations
In this chapter we describe the computational simulations used to investi-
gate our theory and discuss their results.
3.1 Implementation
In order to model the time evolution of a wavefunction under the Hamil-
tonian of equation 2.3, we solve Schrodinger equation numerically using a
Runge-Kutta algorithm. To evaluate Pˆ2 exactly, we rewrote it as a Fourier
transformation:
dψ(x)
dt
= − i
2mh¯
Pˆ2ψ(x) =
ih¯
2m
d2
dx2
ψ(x) = − i
2mh¯
1
N ∑p˜
∑
x˜
p˜2ei
p˜
h¯ (x−x˜)ψ(x˜)
(3.1)
Implementing Pˆ2 as a Fourier transform has the advantage that the cal-
culation is very precise, which allows to take bigger timesteps while run-
ning the code. However, the calculation time also grows quadratically
with L because of the Fourier transform, which makes it practically im-
possible to run the code for large L (our simulations were done for a L of
maximally 750). A solution for this is to implement Pˆ2 as a discrete sec-
ond order derivative. Although this makes the code significantly quicker,
it also comes with bigger errors and therefore requires ∼ 3000x smaller
timesteps.
For the implementation of the noise field χ(x, t) an array with size L with
random numbers is created at every timestep and multiplied with the real
and complex part of the wavefunction. These random numbers have a
Gaussian probabilty distribution with a variance of 2 and a mean of 0.
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Note that the non-unitary term in the Hamiltonian does not preserve the
normalisation of the wavefunction during the evolution. Therefore the
wavefunction was automatically normalised after every timestep.
The C++ code evprogram.cpp is used to perform the calculations using the
Fourier transformations and evprogram2ndderiv.cpp uses a discretised sec-
ond derivative. In both programs |ψ(x, t)|2 was written to a .txt datafile
after every timestep. Since we performed probabilistic simulations, we
ran multiple experiments for each set of parameters. If parameters are
changed, the datafiles are saved under a new name. Finally, the data is
analysed using python scripts:
1. plot.py: Plots the evolution of |ψ(x, t)|2 over a pre-selected time-window
for a certain experiment. Colors go from blue to red as time evolves.
2. collapseArray.py: This program reads the datafiles created by evpro-
gram.cpp and registers for each experiment at which timestep a col-
lapse of the wavefunction occured. This is then written to a new .txt
datafile. Collapse is defined as the situation at which |ψ(x, t)|2 at
some position x was higher than some pre-set threshold (often 0.99).
This threshold can be manually altered in this program.
3. sqrtfitter.py: This program analyses the data produced by collapseAr-
ray.py. For every timestep the number of collapsed events is regis-
tered and fitted using the function ( f (t) =
√
at). (Note, it would
probably have been better to use an f (t) = erf(at − b) fit for this).
From this t50% was found and automatically plotted for different pa-
rameters. Most of this data was collected manually and plotted using
scripts like B2m.py. Finally, also for different parameters the chance
to have been collapsed after a certain time t was plotted.
4. plot collapse.py: Is used for plotting the evolution of two Gaussian
peaks for a certain experiment. Bins are defined around the peaks
of which the size can be selected by the user. Next, the program
sums over all the |ψ(x, t)|2 in each bin, which represents the amount
of wavefunction in each peak. This amount is then plotted for each
timestep, as well as the amount of |ψ(x, t)|2 outside the bins.
5. collapseArray2peak.py: This program writes for each two peak experi-
ment the timestep at which a collapse occured to a textit.txt datafile.
Collapse is defined to be the moment at which the average height
of |ψ(x, t)|2 in one bin equals the average height of the background
wavefunction.
8
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All these programs can be found in the labcomputer with TeamViewer
ID 976 228 990 at filepath: E:\MyDocuments\Joris_Carmiggelt\Programs.
Any questions can be send to j.carmiggelt@gmail.com.
3.2 Default settings
Here we briefly state the standard parameter settings used for most exper-
iments (v is the noise field strength):
m 9.10938356 · 10−27 kg
v 24.5718 m/s
L 50− 750
dt 5 · 10−12 s
dx 1 · 10−9 m
ω 5 · 105 s−1
Here ω was used for the experiments in an harmonic oscillator potential
1
2 mω
2x2. All these settings were set as default, but in some of our experi-
ments we have deviated from them.
3.3 Consistency checks
To check whether our code was behaving as expected, we run some simu-
lations of unitary time-evolution of which we knew the analytical solution.
The first test was to look at the widening of a Gaussian wavepacket. Due
to its mass m, the variance of |ψ(x, t)|2 should spread out over time ac-
cording to:
σ(t) =
√
σ(0)4 + (h¯t/m)2
σ(0)2
(3.2)
Here σ(t) is the width of the wavepacket at time t and σ(0) is the width
at time t = 0. In figure 1 we show a perfect correspondence between this
formula and the variance of our wavepacket at different times t. In this
figure, the wavepacket is plotted at different moments in time (from blue
to red) and the inset shows the variance of the wavepacket together with
the theoretical prediction from equation 3.2.
As an extra check, we show in figure 2 the simulated time evolution of
the groundstate (upper diagram) and first excited state (lower diagram)
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of a harmonic oscillator using our program. Of these, we plotted the real
(left subplot) and imaginary part (right subplot) of the wavefunction at
different times (from blue to red). These plots can be compared to ana-
lytical time evolutions (for example at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Quantum_harmonic_oscillator) and show excellent correspondence by eye.
A final check is that under unitary time evolution the wavefunction should
always stay automatically normalised, in contrast to non-unitary evolu-
tion. It should therefore not be necessary to normalise the wavefunction
after every timestep. One should ensure that wavefunction indeed stays
normalised during evolution. If this is not the case, the time stepsize dt
should be lowered.
Figure 3.1: Wavefunction spreading of a Gaussian wavepacket (time from blue
to red). The inset shows a perfect correspondence between the width of the
wavepacket σ and the analytical prediction (equation 3.2).
10
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Figure 3.2: Simulated time evolution (from blue to red) of the ground state (upper
figure) and first excited state (lower figure) of a quantum harmonic oscillator. At
each timestep, the left inset shows the real part of the wavefunction and the right
inset the complex part. Judging by eye, there seems to be a nice correspondence
when comparing these evolutions to analytical results.
11
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3.4 Results and Discussion
In this section we discuss the results that we got from our different exper-
iments. In three subsections, we describe how these results relate to the
requirements for a succesful theory and strategies which we think may
help us to achieve them.
3.4.1 Background wavefunction
In this experiment we verify that in the right limits the uniform back-
ground wavefunction does not collapse anymore. To estimate the likeli-
hood of collapse, we determine t50%, the time after which the wavefunc-
tion has 50% probabilty to have been collapsed (as defined by |ψ(x, t)|2
higher than 0.99 at one position).
Our strategy is as follows: we hope to find a parameter range in which uni-
form background noise does not collapse, while a wavefunction consisting
of a few regions in space with a higher value for the wavefunction does
collapse. One might then define that a collapse of a wavefunction consist-
ing of several peaks has occured, when all (except one) of the peaks have
become smaller than the value of a uniform wavefunction. By looking at
a flat wavefunction that is uniformly distributed over space, we therefore
set a maximum on the collapse probabilty of the background noise. We
first look at the relation between t50% and v and m. As a result we found
that t50% depends on m3v4 or B2m. This is shown in figure 3.3, where we
consecutively varied m (blue dots) and v (red squares). Each datapoint
was an average of 200 experiments and was performed at L = 100. For
the blue data, each experiment contained 5000 timesteps, whereas the red
data contains 20000 timesteps. t50% was determined by fitting the proba-
bilty for collapse P(t) with a function proportional to
√
t. Note that these
fits often converged badly, for future work we recommend to use a fitting
function proportional to erf(t).
Looking at the curve, it remains unclear if t50% reaches infinity before or af-
ter m3v4 = 0. The first would imply that there is a value of m3v4 for which
the background never collapses. This would be an important observation,
because in this limit a peak will never rise out of the background, once it
sunken into it. This could then be regarded as a form of ”Gambler’s Ruin”.
12
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Figure 3.3: Plot showing m3v4 dependence of the t50%, the time after which the
noise has 50% chance to have collapsed. For each datapoint 200 simulations at
L = 100 were averaged. For the blue dots (5000 timesteps per experiment), m was
changed, while v was fixed. For the red squares (20000 timesteps per experiment),
v was changed, while m was fixed. t50% was determined by fitting the probabilty
for collapse P(t) with a function proportional to
√
t.
One problem is that in the limit m→ ∞ this curve goes to zero (this will
stay there even after the limit v → 0). This can be seen more clearly from
figure 3.4, where t50% is calculated for different B and L (averaged over
200 experiments) when the spreading of the wavefunction is set to zero.
In this limit the wavefunction consists of a set of non-interacting random
walkers. Since B depends on m, the limit m → ∞ corresponds to B → ∞
in this model, which makes t50% zero.
Since we do not want our background wavefunction to collapse instan-
taneously, t50% must go to infinity in the limit L → ∞. In this way t50%
remains undetermined after the limits L → ∞ and M → ∞. By finally
sending v → 0 the t50% of the background wavefunction can still have a
finite value. (Note, all the plots were made for only sending L→ ∞ while
13
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keeping dx constant, not while keeping L · dx constant. Only the latter is
the limit for continuity of space.)
Figure 3.4: t50% for wavefunction collapse to occur from a flat wavefunction
against B in the absence of wavefunction spreading (m → ∞, 200 simulations
per datapoint). Curves are calculated for different L. At B→ ∞ t50% goes to zero.
From this plot it is hard to see whether t50% goes to infinity at L→ ∞
To get a better idea on the collapse probabilty at high L, we looked at t50%
for different L at a fixed B (2.0 · 10−23, figure 3.5). Clearly t50% is increasing,
but from the data it is still unclear whether it reaches infinity as L → ∞.
To verify this, we plotted our data to the following model:
t50%(L) =
a
1− e
erf−1(1− 32(L−c) )
e
erf−1(1− 12(L−c) )
(3.3)
In this model we assumed that the chance of collapse solely depends on
the ratio in money between winner and the one that is second in the casino.
Assuming the noise is gaussian distributed (figure 4.6a), the winner will
be on average at the point where 1− 12L ∗ 100% of the noise is smaller than
this number and the second at the point where 1− 32L ∗ 100% of the noise is
smaller. The integral over a gaussian function is the error function erf(x)
(figure 4.6b). It shows the fraction of events that occured within a domain
[-x,x]. In our case, we are interested at which point erf(x) = 1− 12L ∗ 100%,
since according to above reasoning this is on average the noise the winner
gets. To find this noise x, we employ the inverse error function (figure
14
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4.6c). Finally we take the exponent to find an estimate for the increase in
money after one game played (see equation 2.3). 1− e
erf−1(1− 32(L−c) )
e
erf−1(1− 12(L−c) )
repre-
sents the probabilty to collapse. In equation 3.3 we take the inverse to find
an expression that is proportional to t50%. The parameters a and c where
added as fitting parameters for the fit in figure 3.5, which shows reason-
able convergence at a = 93, c = 40. Clearly if the limit L → ∞ is taken
results in t50% → ∞, which is what we required. Note that this only holds
if you have many independent players contributing. If noise would have
a correlation length, space becomes effectively discrete again and the con-
clusions above cannot be drawn anymore. In this case the collapse of the
background wavefunction should be checked in further detail.
Figure 3.5: t50% for wavefunction collapse to occur from a flat wavefunction
against L in the absence of wavefunction spreading (m → ∞) at B = 2.0e − 23
(200 experiments per datapoint). The model that is used to fit the curve is de-
scribed in the main text.
Figure 3.6: Illustration of a Gaussian function (a), an error function (b) and the
inverse error function (c).
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3.4.2 One peak collapse
In this section we will elaborate on the chances for one single peak to dis-
appear in the background wavefunction. In the limit m → ∞ this will
inevitably happen, since the system then only consists of random walkers
competing against each other. Although the peak will be represented by a
player with a lot of money and the others have almost nothing, it is certain
that at some point one of the poor players can and will get rich enough to
compete against the peak again. This is because the poor players do not
have to share their gains in the limit m → ∞. This in combination with
the fact that gambler ruin will never be realised (the individual players
simply cannot get bankrupt), will always lead to the fact that the peak will
eventually vanish into the background wavefunction.
We can circumvent this problem by again showing that in the limit L →
∞ the one peak collapse time becomes infinite. Intuitively this is quite
straightforward to understand. In our simulations we require 97% of the
wavefunction in the peak for a collapse, the remaining 3% is equally dis-
tributed along the other position. The background wavefunction is 0.03/L,
which becomes zero in the limit L → ∞. If we define the collapse of
the peak to be the moment at which it reaches the noise level, then this
straightforwardly takes infinitely long at L → ∞ since in this limit the
noise level is at zero.
To verify that this is indeed the case, we looked at t50%, the time the peak
has 50% probabilty to have sunken into the background, for different B
and L when the spreading of the wavefunction is set to zero (m → ∞). As
expected, t50% decreases rapidly when B is increased (see figure 4.4).
To see if t50% becomes infinite as L goes to infinity, we looked at the de-
pendency on L (see figure 4.5). I tried to fit this to a similar model as the
flat distribution:
t50%(L) =
a
1− eerf
−1(1− 32L )
eerf
−1( 12 )
+ b (3.4)
Here we assumed that the leading peak always takes a step of size eerf
−1( 12 ).
As can be seen this model does not seem to fit the data quite well, even
when using three fit-parameters a = 13 and b = 200.
16
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Figure 3.7: t50% for a peak to sink into the background against B in the absence of
wavefunction spreading (m→ ∞) at L = 100.
Figure 3.8: t50% for a peak to sink into the background against L in the absence of
wavefunction spreading (m → ∞). The hope is that this line goes to infinity for
high L.
17
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3.4.3 Two peaks collapse
In this model we simulate the collapse of two delta peaks of equal heights.
The goal is to see if Borns rule is satisfied and how fast the two peaks
collapse for different masses. First we explain how we define a collapse
in this model. In the previous models we said that collapse occured if
the wavefunction reached a certain threshold (∼ 0.97) at a certain posi-
tion. However, even the most massive objects will have a finite spread
in Nature and will never be perfectly localised. Therefore we allow our
wavefunction to have a certain spread at collapse that we define as d.
In our simulation we start the time-evolution with two gaussian peaks
seperated by a distance L/2 and with a standard deviation of σ = 1. Fig-
ure 4.6 shows a typical time evolution for such a two peak superposition
from t = 0 (blue) to t = 40 (red).
Figure 3.9: Time evolution of a wavefunction existing of a superposition of two
near delta function peaks. Clearly the collapse tends to be occuring on the right
peak. In red is the wavefunction after t = 40 timesteps.
18
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Figure 3.10: The upper diagram shows the average amount of wavefunction per
position. The lower figure displays the absolute amount of wavefunction in the
boxes and background. According to the definition in the text a collapse occured
at the dashed line.
Around the peaks we place imaginary boxes of width d = 20. This
leaves a width of 60 for the part of the wavefunction we call ”background”.
All of the wavefunction inside the box is regarded as a peak that the wave-
function can potentially collapse to. The area outside the boxes is referred
to as the background wavefunction. Note that we did not implement per-
fect delta functions since unitary evolution did not show the expected be-
haviour in this geometry (The sudden jump is not tolerated by the discre-
tised Fourier transform that we use to calculate the second order deriva-
tive needed in the Hamiltonian). Narrow Gaussian peaks did show the
expected evolution so we used this for our simulations.
As stated earlier, the philosophy of the background wavefunction is that
once one of the peaks has sunk into the background it can never get back.
We define a peak to be inside the background if on average each of the positions in
its box have the same magnitude of wavefunction as on average each position in
the background has. If this occured the wavefunction is said to be collapsed
and the time at which collapse occurred with 50% probability is t50%. See
figure 3.10 for a typical evolution of the two peaks. In the upper diagram
the average height per position is given for the boxes and the background.
In the lower diagram the sum of all the wavefunction in the boxes and
background is given. According to the definition above, the collapse oc-
19
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cured at the black dashed line in favor of peak 1, because there the red
curve (Area peak 2d ) went under the green one (
Remaining amplitude
L−2d ).
However, one can see that after this so-called ”collapse” peak 2 revived
and peaked strongly. Clearly our definition of collapse is not perfect yet.
After investigating many collapses I found that there is a balance between
2 extrema: On the one side you want your collapse to be slow enough
such that the background wavefunction has time to spread out over the
entire space. You also do not want your noise to be too strong, such that
from infinitely small background large peaks can be created. Also such a
strong noise will result in the fact that the Gaussian shape of the wave-
function will soon get lost and become more ”spikey”. On the other hand
you do not want your noise to be too weak, since then both peaks will just
gradually sink away into the background, with none surviving (see the
examples in figures 3.11 and 3.12) .
The main question that should be addressed, is whether a stable, definite
collapsed state is possible in the right limits. My simulations showed it
was extremely hard to balance v and m in such a way that a peak after
collapse remained stable and I did not manage to find this regime. The big
question is whether this is possible at all. In the next chapter I will try to
answer this question via an analytical approach.
We conclude by stating the three requirements that must be fulfilled for
a succesful theory in the two peak geometry.
1. The collapse time must be finite (not zero or infinite in the limits
described in chapter 2). It would be nice if collapse goes quicker for
bigger masses (this is quite certainly satisfied by setting B = mv2).
2. The background level at collapse should go down with decreasing
v or increasing L. In other words: The remaining peak that stands
after the collapse should get relatively higher in the right limits.
3. The peak should be stable in the right limits.
4. Born’s rule should be obtained.
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Figure 3.11: Wavefunction |ψ(x, t)|2 at different timesteps when exposed to non-
unitary noise (blue) and under unitary evolution (red) (m = 9.10938356 · 10−28
kg, B = 4 · 10−24). As can be seen both peaks shrink at the same time into the
background noise.
Figure 3.12: Heights of two peaks during non-unitary evolution (m = 3.64 · 10−27,
d = 50). B was varied at every timestep following a Gaussian distribution with
a variance of σ = 5.5 · 10−24. Again both peaks sink simultaneously into the
background noise.
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Analytical considerations
In this chapter I describe my attempt to find an analytical explanation for
the fact that peaks in our simulations seems to be more preserved when the
noise is merely positive instead of also negative. If we ignore the spread-
ing by mass (m→ ∞), evolution of the wavefunction is given by:
ψ(x, t + ∆t) = eBχ(x,t)∆tψ(x, t) (4.1)
We found that B = −mv2 (I put in a minus sign, such that a positive χ(x, t)
leads to a higher wavefunction) and we assumed that χ(x, t) has a Gaus-
sian probablity distribution that stays constant over time and space:
P(χ) =
1√
2piσ
e
χ2
2σ2 (4.2)
However, when using this noise distribution in my simulations I noticed
that after collapse a peak would inevitably sink back into the background
wavefunction and recollapse somewhere else. I reasoned that negative
noise could be the reason for this. As can be seen in equation 4.1 the ab-
solute jump of the wavefunction in one timestep depends largely on its
value the timestep before. One could reason that therefore a rich player in
the casino will win a lot of money when he wins a game, but also lose a lot
of money when he loses one. A couple of lost games in a row could there-
fore bring a rich player close to the poor ones, which destroys the collapse.
A remedy for this could be to only allow players to win money in every
game and never lose something. Although everyone will gain something,
a player with a lot of money will on average always earn more than the
rest. This could be a scenario in which collapsed peaks remain stable over
longer times.
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Some preliminary simulations suggest that this is indeed the case. Both
diagrams in figure 4.1 are taken for the same starting situation (a single
peak of 0.90 height at x = 50 and a constant background wavefunction),
the same B = 3.5 · 10−24 and for the same time period. The only difference
is that in the right figure the absolute value of χ(x, t) is used in the time-
evolution, such that the noise has only positive values. Clearly, this extra
feature seems to make the peak a lot more stable over time. In this chapter
we will try to formulate an analytical explanation for this feature and to
understand its origin.
Figure 4.1: Time evolution (from blue to red) from a peak with equal B and over
an equal time interval in the limit m → ∞. The left figure uses the original prob-
abilty distribution for χ(x, t), whereas the right uses the absolute value of χ(x, t).
Clearly the original peak seems more stable in the latter.
On the one hand a positive noise distribution makes sense and can be nat-
urally encapsulated in the present theory. Before, we argued that B = mv2
and by merging v and χ(x, t), positiveness of the noise is already guaran-
teed because of the square. On the other hand, a positive noise distribution
makes the noise have an average value of non-zero. This makes normali-
sation of the wavefunction play a more dominant role than when it would
have been zero.
In the following we will try to find an analytical explanation for figure
4.1. During the calculations I will assume that there is no spreading due to
mass (m→ ∞) and that at the start almost all of the wavefunction |ψ(x, t)|2
has collapsed into one peak of height 1− e with e << 1. Here e/(L− 1)
can be seen as average height of the background wavefunction. How-
ever, we will treat the L − 1 background positions as one single position
of height e (see figure 4.2). Also I will assume that L >> 1 such that this
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single position follows the dynamics of the average noise. I will start by
calculating the time evolution of the wavefunction for our original gaus-
sian noise profile and afterwards I will do the same for an asymmetrical,
positive noise profile.
Figure 4.2: Schematic depiction of the approximations made in the analytical cal-
culations. We assume a collapsed state with a peak of height 1− e (wavefunction
is in red). We merge the background wavefunction into one single position of
height e, which is exposed to the average of the noise (in the limit L >> 1).
4.1 Gaussian, symmetric noise
The two most important features of Gaussian noise are that it averages to
zero and that the tails in the noise distribution go to zero exponentially.
This means that in our model the background wavefunction e remains
constant on average. Note that we have to normalise our wavefunction
(background+peak) after every timestep. This is the same as normalising
the wavefunction at the final timestep, which has been verified compu-
tationally. This makes that |ψ(x, t)|2 for the peak evolves over time as
follows:
|ψ(x, t + ∆t)|2 = e
2Bχ(x,t)∆t|ψ(x, t)|2
(e2Bχ(x,t)∆t|ψ(x, t)|2 + e) · dx (4.3)
Here the denominator ensures the normalisation. In the following we will
write a = 2B∆t for convenience and forget for a moment about the factor
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1/dx. In this way the formula looks as follows:
|ψ(x, t + ∆t)|2 = e
aχ(x,t)
eaχ(x,t)|ψ(x, t)|2 + e · |ψ(x, t)|
2 = A · |ψ(x, t)|2 (4.4)
Clearly, the forefactor A is determining for the survival of the peak: if
A > 1 the peak grows and when A < 1 it shrinks. We will now calculate
A in more detail.
First we can insert that, due to the normalisation in every timestep, |ψ|2 =
1− e. We get:
A =
eaχ(x,t)
eaχ(x,t)(1− e) + e =
1
1+ e(e−aχ(x,t) − 1) (4.5)
To get a more intuitive notion of this function, we calculate certain lim-
its. Clearly, if χ(x, t) = 0 then A = 1: nothing happens to the peak.
χ(x, t) = −∞ leads to A = 0, the peak will directly disappear in this
limit. If χ(x, t) = ∞ then A = 11−e and the peak grows to 1.
We finally know that χ(x, t) has a gaussian probabilty distribution. By in-
tegrating over this probability distribution we can get the average < A >
after every timestep. By making dt small (or the noise frequency high) the
peak will on average always follow this average path.
< A >=
1√
2piσ
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−χ2
2σ2
1+ e(e−aχ − 1)dχ (4.6)
I was not able to get an exact solution to this integral. However A is not
divergent and thus I made some approximations.
First, I reasoned that for our purposes |aσ| << 1 since we only want the
wavefunction to make small jumps per timestep. A gaussian distribution
quickly goes to zero for χ > σ and therefore I neglect those regions: I
only look at values up to 5σ. In this limit we may approximate e−aχ ≈
1 − aχ + (aχ)22 . Forgetting for a moment about the normalisation of the
Gauss, we find:
< A >=
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−χ2
2σ2
1+ e(e−aχ − 1)dχ ≈
∫ 5σ
−5σ
1
1− eaχ+ e2(aχ)2
e
−χ2
2σ2 dχ
≈
∫ 5σ
−5σ
(1+ eaχ− e
2
(aχ)2 + e2(aχ)2) · e−χ
2
2σ2 dχ
(4.7)
P(χ) is normalised to 1, so the first part in the series gives 1. The second
term eaχ is uneven in χ, whereas the Gaussian function is even. Integrat-
ing over it thus gives zero. Finally, we neglect the last term, since it is
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proportional to e2. We thus finally find (including the Gauss normalisa-
tion constant again):
< A >= 1− 1√
2piσ
∫ 5σ
−5σ
e(aχ)2 · e−χ
2
2σ2 dχ < 1 (4.8)
Since this equation is smaller than one, the peak will always shrink on
average.
4.2 Positive, asymmetric noise
In this section we will make the same derivation as in the last chapter, but
now for a noise field which always has a positive outcome. To ensure this,
we make the time evolution per timestep dependent on χ2:
|ψ(x, t + ∆t)|2 = e
2Bχ(x,t)2∆t|ψ(x, t)|2
(e2Bχ(x,t)2∆t|ψ(x, t)|2 + e2B<χ2>∆te) · dx (4.9)
Instead of eaχ in the Gaussian noise, we now have eaχ
2
as time evolution
operator (Again defining a = 2B∆t for convenience). In order to compare
both these time evolution operators, their probabilty distributions should
be equal: P(χ) = P(χ2). For the Gaussian noise we used the following
probability distribution:
P(χ) =
1√
2piσ
e
χ2
2σ2 −∞ ≤ χ ≤ ∞ (4.10)
Therefore, the probability distribution P(χ2) is given by:
P(χ2) =
√
2
pi
1
σ
e
(χ2)2
2σ2 0 ≤ χ ≤ ∞ (4.11)
Here we used the fact that χ(x, t) is real and therefore that χ(x, t)2 is al-
ways positive. The normalisation constant was found by evaluation of the
following integral: ∫ ∞
0
e
(χ2)2
2σ2 dχ2 =
√
pi
2
σ (4.12)
Since now everything is proportional to χ2, we will from now on write
χ = χ2 for convenience. Note that in this way, we did basically the same as
defining the time-evolution operator to be ea|χ|: Since f (|χ|) and the Gaus-
sian are both even, you can always write
∫ ∞
−∞ f (|χ|)e
−χ2
2σ2 = 2
∫ ∞
0 f (|χ|)e
−χ2
2σ2 .
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On average the noise is now non-zero, which gives an average gain for the
background wavefunction< χ >=
√
2
piσ. We now write |ψ(x, t)|2 = 1− e
and drop the constant 1/dx to get:
|ψ(x, t + ∆t)|2 = e
aχ(x,t)|ψ(x, t)|2
eaχ(x,t)|ψ(x, t)|2 + ea
√
2
pi σe
=
1
1+ e(ea(
√
2
pi σ−χ(x,t)) − 1)
|ψ(x, t)|2 = A · |ψ(x, t)|2
(4.13)
Let us again calculate some limits to get an idea on how A looks like. If
χ(x, t) =
√
2
piσ then A = 1 and nothing happens. If χ(x, t) = ∞ we
again get to A = 11−e and if χ(x, t) = 0 then the peak shrinks in for a bit:
A = 1
1+e(ea
√
2
pi σ−1)
≈ 1
1+ea
√
2
pi σ
assuming aσ << 1.
To get the average motion of the peak, we again multiply by P(χ) and
integrate. Our expression for < A > becomes:
< A >=
√
2
pi
1
σ
∫ ∞
0
e
−χ2
2σ2
1+ e(ea(
√
2
pi σ−χ(x,t)) − 1)
dχ (4.14)
Again, this integral is not exactly solvable, but in the entire domain χ ∈
[0,∞] we know that since e << 1 also e(ea(
√
2
pi σ−χ(x,t)) − 1) << 1. We can
thus again use the Taylor expansion 11+x ≈ 1− x to find:
< A >≈
√
2
pi
1
σ
∫ ∞
0
(1+ e− eea(
√
2
pi σ−χ))e
−χ2
2σ2 dχ = 1+ e− e
√
2
pi
1
σ
e
√
2
pi aσ
∫ ∞
0
e−aχ−
χ2
2σ2 dχ
(4.15)
The last integral can be calculated exact and gives:
< A >= 1+ e− ee
√
2
pi aσ+
a2σ2
2 + ee
√
2
pi aσ+
a2σ2
2 erf(
aσ√
2
) (4.16)
Using the fact that aσ << 1 we can Taylor expand the exponentials and
errorfunction erf(x) ≈ 2x√
pi
to find:
< A >= 1+ e(1− 1−
√
2
pi
aσ− a
2σ2
2
− a
2σ2
pi
+
√
2
pi
aσ+
2
pi
a2σ2 +O(a3σ3))
= 1+ (
1
pi
− 1
2
)ea2σ2 < 1
(4.17)
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Since this function is smaller than 1, the peak will shrink as well.
We now only have found the answer for the regime where aσ >> e, since
we ignored all higher order terms in e in the Taylor expansion:
1
1+ x
= 1− x + x2 − x3... (4.18)
However, this regime is not physical since we would like our noise to take
the limit to zero at some point and therefore definitely calculate in the limit
e >> aσ. In this limit terms of order enaσ are dominant.
We define ez = ea(
√
2
pi σ−χ(x,t)). The second term in 4.18 then gives
1+ (
1
pi
− 1
2
)ea2σ2 +
√
2
pi
1
σ
∫ ∞
0
e2(2ez − 1− e2z)e−χ
2
2σ2 dχ (4.19)
Earlier we already saw that (by substituting na = a:√
2
pi
1
σ
∫ ∞
0
enze
−χ2
2σ2 dχ = 1+ (
1
2
− 1
pi
)n2a2σ2 (4.20)
Since every term of equation 4.18 only contains higher order terms menz
every term will depend on em+nmn2a2σ2 and therefore it does not help to
look at higher order terms: the term ea2σ2 will always be the lowest order
term and will always be negative.
I also checked on paper the time-evolution operator eaχ
2
, where χ had a
gaussian distribution, not χ2 (so P(χ) 6= P(χ2)) but this did not result in
< A >> 1 either: It gave:
< A >≈ 1+ e(1− e
aσ2
√
2aσ2 + 1
) ≈ 1+ e(1− 1+ aσ
2 + (aσ
2)2
2
1+ aσ2 − (aσ2)22
) < 1 (4.21)
I did not had time to write down the entire derivation for this, but it fol-
lows the exact same approach as above∗.
∗If no noise distribution can be found to ensure a stable peak, one could consider mak-
ing the noise ampitude v depend on the spread of the wavefunction. The non-unitary
noise can be seen as an uncertainty in time, due to a superposition of spacetimes created
by the particle [3]. This uncertainty depends largely on the spread of the particle. Once
the particle becomes more localised during a collapse, this uncertainty automatically de-
crease and therefore v should lower as well.
By making v dependent on the spread of wavefunction, we add a non-linearity in the
model and therefore this treatment is beyond the scope of this work. However, it would
still be interesting to consider this addition to the model in the future.
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Conclusion
During this project, we succesfully simulated time evolution of a wave-
function subject to a non-unitary noise field that breaks time-reversal and
translation symmetry. The aim of this project is to show that such a noise
field inevitably leads to collapse of the wavefunction in the right limits.
Our strategy is to allow the existence of a finite background wavefunction
after the collapse, which is stable over time and from which no new col-
lapse can occur (ideally the height of this background is proportional to v,
such that in becomes zero once v → 0). In principle such a background
wavefunction will ascertain some form of ”Gambler Ruin”, since a wave-
function can never get back once it disappeared into it.
We found that the probabilty to collapse out of a uniform background
wavefunction depends on m4v3. Also we verified that in the limit L → ∞
the time to collapse from the background wavefunction (t50%) goes to in-
finity. With this feature our model is potentially viable, since it ensure that
in the limits relevant for our theory recollapse from the background wave-
function only happens at a finite (non-zero) timescale.
During time evolution simulations with a two peak superposition as start-
ing wavefunction, we noticed that for large v the wavefunction collapsed
at random positions and that the shape of the two peaks was soon turned
into a chaotic distribution. For small v, the shape of both peaks stayed ap-
proximately the same, but both peaks sank at equal speed into the back-
ground and no collapse occured. For a succesful theory we need a stable
collapsed state, which is unfortunately not realised in both regimes.
However, we found that when using a positive noise distribution a col-
lapsed wavefunction was significantly more stable than when using a Gaus-
sian noise distribution. We performed an analytical derivation showing
that on average for both these probabilty distributions a collapsed state is
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expected to fall back into the background wavefunction due to the nor-
malisation of the wavefunction. More investigations are necessary to de-
termine the effects of normalisation and noise distributions on the stability
of a collapsed state.
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Chapter7
Appendix A
In this appendix we perform the analytical derivations described in chap-
ter 4 for an arbitrary positive probability distribution and show that the
peak will always decrease with respect to the background.
We start off by giving the expression for the peaks height after one
timestep similar to equation 4.13:
|ψ(x, t + ∆t)|2 = e
aχ(x,t)|ψ(x, t)|2
eaχ(x,t)|ψ(x, t)|2 + ea<χ>e
=
1
1+ e(ea<χ>−χ(x,t)) − 1) |ψ(x, t)|
2 = A · |ψ(x, t)|2
(7.1)
Here we wrote a = 2B∆t again, used |ψ(x, t)|2 = 1− e and defined < χ >
as the average value of χ of an arbitrary probabilty distribution P(χ) that
we assigned to it (before this was a Gaussian function, but this can also be
for example a Lorentzian distribution). We now again write the expression
for average < A >:
< A >=
∫ ∞
−∞
1
1+ e(ea<χ>−χ(x,t)) − 1)P(χ)dχ (7.2)
We want to make the necesarry approximations again as we did earlier, so
we consider the absolute value of the noise in our model:
< A >=
∫ ∞
−∞
1
1+ e(ea<|χ|>−|χ(x,t)|) − 1)P(χ)dχ = 2
∫ ∞
0
1
1+ e(ea<|χ|>−|χ(x,t)|) − 1)P(χ)dχ
(7.3)
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In the last part we assumed that the probabilty distribution is even, which
allows us to write
∫ ∞
−∞ f (|χ|)P(χ)dχ = 2
∫ ∞
0 f (|χ|)P(χ)dχ. We again as-
sume that a < |χ| > and e are small such that we can write e(ea<|χ|>−|χ(x,t)|)−
1) << 1. This allows us to approximate < A > as follows:
< A >≈ 2
∫ ∞
0
1− e(ea<|χ|>−|χ(x,t)|) − 1)P(χ)dχ
= 1+ e− eea<|χ|>2
∫ ∞
0
e−a|χ(x,t)|P(χ)dχ
= 1+ e− eea<|χ|> < e−a|χ(x,t)| >
(7.4)
To have< A > greater or equal to one, we find that ea<|χ|> < e−a|χ(x,t)| >≤
1 is required. In other words, we find that the following inequality should
hold:
< e−a|χ(x,t)| >≤ e−a<|χ|> (7.5)
However, this inequality directly contradicts Jensen’s inequality in math-
ematics. This inequality states that for a convex function f (x), real-valued
function g(x) and general probabilty distribution, the following inequality
holds:
< f (g(x)) >≥ f (< g(x) >) (7.6)
Since e−x is convex and the taking the absolute value is a well defined
function, we can rewrite this inequality as:
< e−a|χ(x,t)| >≥ e−a<|χ|> (7.7)
which automatically means that < A >≤ 1 for any arbitrary even proba-
bility distribution.
Note that the proof was performed for positive noise only, since this was
needed to make the necessary approximations. The proof still has to be
done for arbitrary noise. Furthermore, the inequality does not exclude a
probabilty distribution for which < A >= 1. At the present it remains
unclear if such a distribution can lead to a viable collapse model.
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